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Upcoming Events 
 DATE TIME EVENT 

July Mon 30th  9:00am 
9:00am – 12:30pm 
6:00 – 8:00pm 

Year 5/6 YMCA Camp Manyung 
Foundation Incursion – St John’s Ambulance 
School Council 

August Wed 1st  3:30pm Year 5/6 YMCA Camp returns 

 Wed 8th  9:00 – 10:00am 
5:00 – 6:00pm 

FF Cooking & Gardening 
Fundraising Sub Committee Meeting 

 Fri 10th 9:00 – 11:00am Grubbies Adult Gardening Session 

 SAT 11TH  KPS TRIVIA NIGHT 

 Tue 14th  7:45 – 8:45am 
 
5:00 – 6:00pm 

Finance Sub Committee Meeting 
ICAS Maths 
Policy Sub Committee Meeting 

 Wed 15th 8:00 – 9:00am 
9:00 – 10:00am 
5:00 – 6:00pm 

Facilities Sub Committee Meeting 
FR Cooking & Gardening 
Fundraising Sub Committee Meeting 

 Thu 16th  Foundation Life Education Incursion 

 Fri 16th   Foundation Life Education Incursion 

 Mon 20th 9:30 – 11:30am 
9:00am 

FR Woolworths Excursion 
Year 3/4 YMCA Lady Northcote Camp 
Athletics Carnival 

 Tue 21st  9:30 – 11:30am FJ Woolworths Excursion 

 Wed 22nd 9:00 – 10:00am 
9:00 – 12:30pm 

1F Cooking & Gardening 
Fizzics Education Incursion 

 Thu 23rd 9:30 – 11:30am FF Woolworths Excursion 

 Fri 24th 9:30 – 11:30am FL Woolworths Excursion 

 Sat 25th  9:00 – 11:00am Grubbies Adult Gardening Session 

 Mon 27th 6:00 – 8:00pm School Council 

 Wed 29th 9:00 – 10:00am 
9:00 – 11:00am 

1S Cooking & Gardening 
Year 3 /4 Huddle 

September Wed 5th 9:00 – 11:00am 
9:00 – 11:00am 

1A Cooking & Gardening 
Year 3 /4 Huddle 

 Fri 7th  9:00 – 11:00am Grubbies Adult Gardening Session 

 Wed 12th 9:00 – 11:00am 
9:00 – 11:00am 

1J Cooking & Gardening 
Year 3 /4 Huddle 

 Thu 13th  Year 2 Excursion to Royal Park 

 Fri 14th 9:00 – 10:00am Year 5 / 6 Basketball Tournament 

 Tue 18th  
5:00 – 6:00pm 

WHOLE SCHOOL CONCERT 
Policy Sub Committee Meeting 

 Fri 21st  END OF TERM 3 

 Sat 22nd 9:00 – 11:00am Grubbies Adult Gardening Session 
 

 

http://www.kensingtonps.vic.edu.au/
mailto:Kensington.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au
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Principal’s Message 

Student Learning 

At time to time I am able to step back into a classroom and teach. I enjoy these opportunities, I meet more students, 

learn more about who they are and talk with them about their learning.  Last week I was invited into a 3/4 

classroom, we shared our thoughts about reading, favourite authors and reading goals. We shared some snapshots 

about ourselves, who had brothers and sisters, the names of pets.  I learnt a little more about likes and dislikes and 

where people went on holidays. We also spoke about some challenges faced by students and suggestions of help 

were offered by peers. I was impressed by the thought and empathy which was displayed by the students towards 

each other. Not all ideas were agreed with, however the respect conveyed and the open-minded responses were 

skills in line with the KPS vision. 

To be a safe a caring community who learn and grow together,  

to make a difference for us and our world. 

 

This week I observed the thinking routine of I see, I wonder as year 

3/4 students were being tuned into their inquiry about Australian 

history. I observed students examining art work and working through 

the thinking routine using their prior knowledge and posing questions 

for future learning. 

 I see an indigenous cave painting. I wonder if the painting tells a 

 story? 

 I see the colours of ochre. I wonder how the materials were made? 

 I see people and animals. I wonder if the animals are attacking the people or being hunted? 

The feedback from the teacher after this session was that the students were expressing their thinking and delving 

more deeply into what they wanted to explore as part of the inquiry. Students wrote their own big questions. They 

were not told what they would be learning but were engaged in the content, accessing prior knowledge and 

developing future questions. Students will be guided as to how to learn, how to research and make conclusions 

based on researched evidence. The students were buzzing about their learning, talking about what they already 

knew and how they could inquire further using skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening as well as numeracy 

to understand the history of Australia through different perspectives. The students’ questions are thoughtful and 

targeted towards what they want to discover more about! 

o How did Aboriginal people come to Australia? 

o How did Australia get its language? 

o Why did Europeans come to Australia? 

o How European settlement effected the environment? 

o Why did Australia change as a result of Europe? 

o How has Australia/ aboriginals changed the world? 

o How did the Aboriginal people react when the Europeans arrived? 
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Facilities  

Unfortunately, water damage has been detected in the wall panels of the P.E storeroom and the hall. From the 

reports I have received the water damage has been a result of rain seeping into the cavities for an extended period. 

We are currently having the damage repaired and look forward to using all aspects of the hall and P.E. storeroom. As 

a result of the repairs taking place we will not be holding a Friday afternoon assembly until the 10th of August. 

Keeping the state of the hall in mind the bi-annual trivia night is planned for the 11th of August. All money raised 

from this event will be used for the repairs to the school hall. Over the holiday break new carpet was laid in the 

hallway of the main building as well as in the current year 6 area. The year 6 area was also painted making it a far 

more welcoming and engaging area. 

 

Parent Opinion Survey 

The Department of Education surveys parents annually. The Parent Opinion Survey seeks parent opinion on 

measures of school climate, student engagement and effective teaching practice known to influence student 

engagement and student outcomes. The survey is aligned with the Framework for Improving Student Outcomes and 

the Attitudes to School Survey. Schools use the survey results to help inform and direct future school planning and 

improvement strategies. The 2018 parent Opinion Survey has been emailed to a random parent sample generated 

by the school administrative application. The 2018 survey will be conducted online by ORIMA Research Pty Ltd and 

only takes 15 minutes to complete. The survey can be accessed via desktop computer, laptop, tablet or mobile at 

any convenient time within the fieldwork period from Monday 23 July to 19 August 2018. The survey can also be 

conducted in a variety of languages. 

Punctuality  

We have experienced a number of students arriving late to school. Please be aware that students entering classrooms 

after the bell disrupt the teaching and learning. Teachers at this critical time are providing vital information setting up 

the lesson so that all students are clear of the learning intention and the expectations of the lesson. Please ensure that 

students arrive on time, so that teachers and students are not disrupted. 

 

Bridget  
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Learning Snapshots 

Foundation Learning Snapshot 
 
Inquiry 
The Foundation students listed what they think they know about people that help us stay safe and healthy as they 
began their unit of inquiry. The students demonstrated some fantastic prior knowledge in the area as they posed 
some deep questions and made connections to those they know who do, such as their parents, who hold these 
occupations in our Kensington community. As part of the Engage stage of the unit, the students actively engaged in 
play, role modelling different occupations and those in the community who help us. 
 
English 
Term 3 began with an immersion into Information Texts. The students have investigated all features, such as 
photographs and captions, and specifically looked into labelled diagrams through both reading and writing. The 
students linked this to their unit of inquiry and created some highly detailed labelled diagrams of a healthy lunch 
box.  
The students revised digraphs, with the learning goal of understanding that 2 letters can sometimes make only one 
sound, such as sh, ch, th and ck. 
 
Maths 
Addition, 2D shapes and 3D objects have been the main focus in Weeks 1 and 2. The students used hands on 
materials, such as 10s frames to demonstrate their addition fact knowledge and build their problem solving skills. 
The students began to use the ‘Counting On’ strategy as a skill, counting on from the larger number rather than 
counting the entire collection of objects they were adding. 
Students developed their language in relation to shape. They used words such as edge, corner and side to describe 
the features of both 2D shapes as 3D objects. 
 
 
Year 1 Learning Snapshot 
 
Inquiry 
In Inquiry students have begun to investigate the forces of push and pull as part of a science unit of work. They have 
thought about what kind of forces act on objects to set them in motion, stop them or make them change direction. 
They have conducted a scientific experiment to discover the force of water pushing up on a ball that has been 
pushed down into water and they thought about which balls created more push. 
 
Reading 
In Reading students have focused on non-fiction texts which is very relevant to the science investigations being 
inquired into. They have learned about the essential features of a non-fiction text such as the contents page, 
headings, glossary and tables. They have considered the purpose of each of these and how they help us to use and 
understand the text better.  
 
Maths 
In Maths the students have been investigating repeated addition. They have been looking at how repeated addition 
can be used to solve multiplication equations and have also been using skip counting to enable them to count their 
collections.  
 
Writing 
In Writing students have revised recount writing as a response to experiences in their holidays, using the correct 
structure with an introduction and sequences of events. They have also begun to learn how to write facts as a simple 
information report, by listening to facts in a video and writing their understandings. 
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Year 2 Learning Snapshot  

 
Reading  
Riddle me this: what walks on none, then four, then two, then three? In Grade 2 we have been thinking beyond our 
texts, tapping into our prior knowledge, and looking for clues to make inferences. If you hear seagulls, feel the warm 
sun, and taste salt on your lips, where might you be? Characters rarely announce their feelings (that makes me very 
frustrated), we have been looking for clues like character actions and dialogue to infer their traits and feelings. 
Moetasim described the gorilla in his book as being really silly because he wrecked up the whole house, and the little 
boy as being responsible because he reminded the gorilla of the right thing to do. 
  

 
Writing  
Our Writing Folders are finished! Each student has a shiny new folder to keep all their writing resources and 
inspirations, such as letter formation charts, spelling strategies, writing routines and the editing checklist. We are in 
the researching phase of the writing process, so students have been spending time making Writing Seeds - ideas for 
stories which they can use at any time. Lots of these have been about special places, such as Chile, where it’s either 
too spicy or too cold!  
 
In Spelling, we have researched the compound words strategy. In the words of a Year 2 student: “Using compound 
words to spell is a good strategy because that means you’re breaking a word up into smaller words that you already 
know, not spelling a long word all at once.” Students have also explored the difference between compound words 
and words with suffixes, such as “walking” - “ing” isn’t a word! Students have also explored how suffixes can change 
the spelling of the words, such as doubling the consonant when you add “ing”. 
 
We have also worked on punctuating sentences by editing paragraphs to add full stops. We have particularly focused 
on understanding that a sentence has to make sense on its own.   
 
 
Maths 
Bang down, flip it, and reverse it. What is the most efficient way to solve a subtraction problem? The Year 2s have 
been focusing on strategies for subtraction through looking at what we learned in addition only backwards. Students 
as “good mathematicians” have been encouraged to explain their thinking and process, though showing their 
thinking in many different ways. Some ways these problems have been solved: 

·    Make a model 
·    Draw a diagram 
·    Write an equation 
·    Relate the problem to addition 
·    Use a number line (count forward and back) 
·    Show your understanding of addition and subtraction through using a fact family. 

We have also begun to introduce a rubric framed around Bloom’s Taxonomy as a means of assessment. The rubric is 
used by students (with support of the teacher) to identify what they know and their next stage of learning. 
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Learning Area: Number and Algebra (Subtraction).    Year Level: 2   Term: 3 

  

Evaluates/ 
Creates 

Explain why you chose the 
strategy that you used.  
 
Check and prove your thinking in 
more than one way. 
 
Create your own problem.  
 

Evaluate a worded problem to see if it is addition or 
subtraction (give a problem to the student without 
having to explain it; they can interpret it) 
 
Create an addition problem from your subtraction 
problem and vice versa.  
 
Check and prove your answer by flipping your 
problem.   

Analyses Compare strategies and decide 
which one is the most helpful for 
the problem.   

Explore the connection between addition and 
subtraction (applying strategies such as fact families, 
relationships between numbers, part-part-whole) 

Applies Solve simple addition & 
subtraction problems with different 
efficient strategies. 
 
Tens facts 
Doubles/Halves 
Near Doubles/Halves 
Bridge to Ten 
Jump Strategy 
Partitioning  
Number lines 

Apply a known addition strategy for a subtraction 
problem.   
 
Build a fact family from one fact.  
 

  

Understands Understand the important 
information in a worded problem 
(can use CUBES).  
 
Model and record your working 
out.   

Understand how to count back. 
(verbal and written evidence).   
 
Connect addition and subtraction words to the correct 
symbol. 

Knows/Remembers Remember the friends of ten.  
 
Show an addition or subtraction 
problem with materials.  
 
Recall that addition means more 
and subtraction means less. 
 
Remember strategies for addition 
and subtraction.   
  

Know what a fact family is.  
 
Remember words that mean addition and words that 
mean subtraction (see vocab list).  
 
Show a problem as a story, with symbols and with 
materials.  
 

 

 
Inquiry into our Big Question 
“Please do not stand in this space.” Students returned from holidays to find a special space in the classroom taped 
off! All sorts of theories came up about why this might be. Some suggestions included aliens invading the school and 
creating a portal, a creaky floorboard that annoys the office staff, and the fact that the space is in the middle of the 
room. This has led to great discussions about what makes a place special.  
Our scavenger hunt in Week 1 led us to infer special places in the KPS yard. Can you infer which special place this is? 
“A beach without water, birds or waves. Use me to build castles, tunnels and caves.” 
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Year 3/4 Learning Snapshot 
 
This term we have started to read the class book My Girragundji by Meme McDonald. During reading we have 
applied our critical thinking skills and identify different facts and opinions. “A fact is a statement that can be proven 
true or false”. We have also been making connections from Dreamtime stories. You can ask your children “What 
surprised you about the Dreamtime stories?” 
 
In Numeracy we have been focusing on multiplicative thinking. Students have demonstrated their prior knowledge 
by engaging in tasks that required them to identify vocabulary, strategies and reasons for why we need it. Students 
have written their own multiplication worded problems, for example “I have 12 spiders, how many legs can I see?” 
Students have linked their understanding of multiplication with repeated addition to assist them with answering the 
problems. In measurement we have also been learning about area. Students have engaged in hands on practical 
learning to explore their understandings. This included measuring the area of objects in the classroom and outside. 
 
Students have been inquiring into our big idea ‘How did Australia change as a result of European settlement?’ To be 
effective inquirers and researchers, students have investigated images and discussed what they see and what the 
images make them wonder. Students have asked “Why did they plant a flag there?”, “I wonder how the Aboriginals 
reacted when the Europeans arrived?”,  “Are there any endangered Aboriginal languages?” 
 
During Writing students have been discussing autobiographies. Students drafted their autobiographies and mapped 
out interesting information and important events that have occurred in their lives. They then plotted this 
information on a timeline to help them keep their ideas in chronological order. 
 
 
Year 5 Learning Snapshot 

 
In Writing, students have been exploring how they can use a timeline to create a detailed overview of our school 
holidays in chronological order. They selected key events from their school holidays and represented them using 
words and images. They explained the significance of each event and what it meant to them in sequence.  They 
identified different forms of travel writing and suggested how the audience and purpose of a text influences the 
language used. 
 
In Reading, students made connections to help them understand a text more deeply. They used a table to record 
predictions, text-to-text, text-to-self and text to world connections. Students explored  
how a strong knowledge of text features and structures helps us to make connections. Students also  
unpacked technical language in whole class shared reading and used text structure examples as a scaffold to build on 
their knowledge. 
 
In Maths, students have been learning how to estimate, measure and compare angles. They have been explaining 
what an angle is and estimated angles within everyday objects. They also identified types of angles using relevant 
vocabulary and measured different angles using a protractor. Students have been learning how to compare and 
order decimal numbers and fractions. They explored how to locate and represent decimal numbers and fractions on 
a number line. Students have also been learning about features of a map and have been using map features such as 
the grid reference system to describe locations and routes.  
 
In Inquiry students were introduced to their big idea, ‘people have connections to land’ they responded to images of 
manmade and natural landmarks using the ‘flat chat method’ and recorded their first thoughts and second thoughts. 
Students shared thinking and reflected on which landmarks they are most familiar with using sticky dots to share 
their prior knowledge. 
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Year 6 Learning Snapshot 
 
Literacy  
In both Reading and Writing, we have been immersing ourselves into information texts. We have read about all sorts 
of topics, including the way Anne Frank’s diary was revised to consider her audience and the history of BTN. Thanks 
to all those who shared their own recollections of watching BTN in school - yep we all remember the one television 
being wheeled around the school. This was to develop our skills in gathering and organizing information effectively. 
We have recognised the features of an information text and have had a first try at writing our own.  
Book Clubs are underway again - with a wider range of text types being chosen this time around. Ask your child how 
they are going with their book clubs and encourage them to complete their set reading each week.  
 
Chemistry 
‘Change can be the cause or effect and can be irreversible or reversible’. We’ve been trying to separate sugar from 
salt, stop ice cubes from melting, put paper back together and observe the frying of an egg. All to better understand 
physical and chemical changes. Professor Bunsen is in on Thursday to give us more information (there’s that word 
again) to provoke our wonderings about change.  
 
Maths  
We were lucky to have Cassandra Lowry from the Australian Mathematics and Science Institute to take a lesson, 
share the beauty of maths and teach the teachers how to grow students as mathematicians. Are you a great 
mathematician? We have explored this and how we ARE all great mathematicians. Ask your child to share their new 
understanding of this. We have also started to learn about the Power of 10 and how this knowledge can be used to 
convert between units of measurement.  
 
 
 

Enrolments for 2019 
 

We are now accepting Foundation enrolments for 2019.  To view our enrolment policy and procedures please visit 

our website at www.kensingtonps.vic.edu.au and download the enrolment pack.  Please note our catchment zone 

for enrolments.  Completed enrolment forms should be handed to the office together with the requested 

documentation and the $50 enrolment fee.  If you have friends who are in our school’s zone and interested in 

enrolling their child at KPS could you please encourage them to do so soon. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.kensingtonps.vic.edu.au/
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Whole School Concert 2018 

SAVE THE DATE! 

The KPS Whole School Concert, ‘Utopia’, will be held on September 18th at Melbourne Pavilion in Kensington! More 

details to come. 
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Props Needed for Whole School Performance 

The Senior Choir needs your help preparing the opening item for this term's Whole School Performance. Do you 

have either of these things at home: 

1) An old metal gate 

2) Clothes racks on wheels 

3) 4 large, cube shaped cardboard boxes (roughly 60cm x 60cm x 60cm) 

 

We are looking to create wheeled gates and large alphabet blocks to use as dance props, like those featured in the 

photo below.  

 

If you have any of these items at home, please bring them to Louise Grace's classroom - upstairs to the left, in the 

new portable building.  

Thanks in advance! 

Louise 
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Community News 

The Department of Education & Kensington Primary School do not endorse the products or services of any private advertiser. No 

responsibility is accepted by the Department of Education or Kensington Primary School.  
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